Weekly Sicha With
With English Translation

Moshiach Now!!!
“The Shepherd Aharon HaCohen of our generation- my sainted
father-in-law, The Rebbe, the leader of our generation… has
emphasized…through his “invocation” of “Immediate Teshuvah,
immediate Redemption” and the announcement that we only have
to “polish the buttons”, and afterwards- the declaration that this
too has already ended, and it only requires us to “Stand prepared
all of you” to greet our righteous Moshiach in the true and
complete redemption”
(From the Sicha of Shabbos Beha’aloscha 5751)
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This is the purpose of the Holy Temple.

Parshas Beha’alos
Beha’aloscha
loscha
 Translator’s Note: see pages 5-6 for
comprehensive English commentary.

Who has done the illuminating?- the
lamps, they are the Jewish souls.

1. In the Haftorah of the portion of
Beha’aloscha, it states “I saw and there is
a Menorah made entirely of gold with its
band on top”; this refers to the
Community of Israel. All Jews together
are a Menorah entirely of gold.

Although there are different types of
Jews, every Jew needs to serve The Almighty with his talents “I was created
only to serve my Creator”, he with his
talents that he possesses one creates
according to [his] service of Hashem with
those talents, but they are all equal, that
they are all lamps, they all make a light.

In the Menorah there was seven lamps, as
there is also by Jews different paths, as it
is explicitly explained in Chassidus: there
are those that their path is by way of
kindness, it is such that their path is by
way of severity… until we count all seven
paths, this is the seven lamps [of the
Menorah].

The difference is only in the approach to
their service, by this [one] he serves from
kindness, [because it is] fitting to their
talents and senses, and by these is the
service of severity, in concepts of
stringencies, and in the garments of laws,
according to their senses, but this is
nothing more than the path, by them
that is severity, but the goal of work is
the same- make light.

The even side [the common denominator
in them is]- that they are all lamps, all
make light in the Holy Temple, and we
satisfy ourselves not by [the fact] that we
make light in the Holy Temple, rather
from the Holy Temple the light [that we
add] goes over the entire world, therefore
there was in The Holy Temple “Windows
narrowing inwards [and wider outwards,
i.e. to spread the light of the] Temple”.

Even though the [ultimate] purpose is
everywhere the same, nevertheless, there
is a big difference to the path of severity,
over the path that is to begin with,
kindness. This then one does not need to
till and one sees soon the purpose in this,
since this also reveals the path of love
your fellow like yourself.

Not as in all homes, where the windows
are made for the purpose, that the light
should go in from the street in the house,
rather the opposite, that from the Holy
Temple, the light was going [out] over
the entire world.
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And this was the way of Aharon the
[High] Priest, that he had kindled the
Menorah. Aharon loved [peace and all]
creations and brought them near to the
Torah, even creations i.e. such that have
in themselves no [revealed good]
qualities, they have only deficiencies, their
only good quality is that the A-lmighty
created them, like the explanation from
the Alter Rebbe also to them Aharon
extended love.

revealed: Not only was the goal light,
rather also the path to the goal was in a
way of light, in a close way and in a
pleasant way he ignited the flame of G-d
in man’s soul in all types of Jews.

And this was not only his goal, rather
also the path to the goal, i.e. that also in
revelation- this is the path of bringing
others closer to Torah, making them
Torah [abiding] Jews.
And as was also the Rebbes, the leaders,
until [and including] the [Previous
Lubavitcher] Rebbe, who’s Soul left this
world today (the day of the talk was Yud
Shvat), and including him, that their
service was to ignite the lamps.
By every Jew there is the flame of G-d
[in] mans soul, it is merely such that it
waits until one sees it by igniting it, and
this is the service of the leaders of the
Jews, to ignite the flame of G-d in the
soul of man- this is by every Jew, and in
this there are seven types.
The way as it was by the leaders of
Chabad, in general and by the Previous
Rebbe who left this world today
especially is- that the love was
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Parshas Beha’alos
Beha’aloscha
loscha
1. In the Haftorah of the portion of Beha’aloscha, it states “I saw, and there
stood a Menorah made entirely of gold with its band on top”; (Zacharia 2)
The Menorah, made entirely of gold, shown to Zacharia was an allegory for
the Community of Israel. All Jews together are a Golden Menorah.
In the Menorah were seven branches, hinting at seven different general paths
of serving G-d as is explained in Chassidus: Some have a tendency to serve
G-d with love and kindness, others; fear and severity etc. until we count all
seven paths, these are the seven lamps [of the Menorah].
But what all these seven different approaches have in common is that they all
make light.
The Talmud tells us that this light of the Menorah was not only to illuminate
the Holy Temple but to spiritually illuminate the entire world.
That was why the windows of the Temple were slanted outwards; narrow on
the inside and wide on the outside. Unlike normal windows which are
designed to allow light to enter from the outside, the purpose of the windows
in the Holy Temple was to radiate light over the entire world.

qualities other than being creations of G-d. Even to them Aharon extended
love.
And this was not only his goal, rather also the path to the goal, i.e. he loved
them in order that they come to love others; that also in revelation this is the
path of bringing others closer to Torah, making them Torah [abiding] Jews.
And as was also the Rebbes of Chabad, including the [Previous Lubavitcher]
Rebbe; their service was to ignite the lamps and to teach others to light
lamps.
He knew and taught that within every Jew is the "Lamp of G-d; the soul of
man", but it has to be ignited so others can see it, and this is especially the
service of the leaders of the Jews, to ignite the flame of G-d in the soul of
man so it shines by every Jew, in all seven types.
The way as it was by the leaders of Chabad, in general and by the Previous
Rebbe who left this world on Yud Shvat 5710 (1950) especially is that the love
was revealed: Not only was the goal light, rather also the path to the goal was
in a way of light, bringing close in a pleasant way until the flame of G-d
blazes brilliantly in all types of Jews and in every single Jew and illuminate
the world with Moshiach NOW!

Similarly the 'lamps' of the Jewish souls.
Although there are different types of Jews, in general seven as we mentioned
above, and every Jew needs to serve The Almighty with his/her unique
abilities as the saying “I was created only to serve my Creator”, but they are
all equal in the fact that they all make spiritual light and for this the Jewish
people (which each one is a Holy Temple) were chosen.
Even though the ultimate [purpose] of making light is everywhere the same,
nevertheless, there is a big advantage of the path of love and kindness, over
the others namely that the means are the same as the goal. For instance the
path of love your fellow like yourself.
This was the path of Aharon the High Priest (who lit the Menorah). Aharon
loved peace, pursued peace, loved all creations and brought them near to the
Torah. In other worlds, even creations i.e. people that demonstrate no human
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